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Introduction 

GeoCue’s Distributed Project Management System (DPMS) for GeoCue Project Portal is being used for 

the Florida Department of Emergency Management Coast Mapping Project (FDEM).   The Master Project 

for FDEM is being maintained by URS Corporation using GeoCue Enterprise Server and GeoCue Project 

Portal.  Project Portal is an enhanced version of GeoCue Web Server.  The coordination and 

management of data deliveries from the subcontractors to URS Corporation will be accomplished using 

DPMS.  This technical note provides instructions for configuring GeoCue for automated packaging and 

delivery of data to URS Corporation for import into the Master Project.  Subcontractors wishing to 

automate the delivery of completed data files (LIDAR tiles) via DPMS will need to configure their own 

GeoCue projects as outlined in this technical note.  Instructions for data deliveries to the Master Project 

by subcontractors who elect not to use GeoCue will be published in a separate document. 

DPMS Requirements 

The Distributed Project Management System (DPMS) for GeoCue Project Portal allows the status of 

production work that has been distributed across different physical locations or between different 

project team members to be tracked and updated using a common database.  The complete project 

database is maintained as part of a Master Project set-up in GeoCue Enterprise Server by the project 

coordinator, typically the prime mapping or engineering contractor on the project.  In the case of FDEM, 

the Master Project will be created and maintained by URS Corporation at its Gaithersburg, MD office.  In 

addition to project status tracking and reporting, DPMS also allows for the coordination of data transfers 

from the various subcontractors’ project databases (hereafter referred to as “Subprojects”) to the 

Master Project.  Subcontractors on FDEM will deliver finished LIDAR tiles to URS Corporation via DPMS, 

allowing for a seamless transfer of data.    

This technical note focuses on the configuration required to enable GeoCue-to-GeoCue data deliveries 

on FDEM.  For GeoCue-to-GeoCue deliveries, a subcontractor must have the following GeoCue software 

components: 

 GeoCue Enterprise Server (V4.1.9 or later) 

 Project Manager (PM) CuePac (V4.1.9 or later) 

In addition each subcontractor must be working from the DPMS-enabled tiling scheme provided by URS 

Corporation at the start of the project and will need to customize their GeoCue environment as detailed 

below.  Detailed instructions on using Environment Builder to customize your GeoCue environment are 

available from GeoCue Corporation.  Experience with Environment Builder is recommended, but not 

required, to complete the DPMS set-up discussed in this technical note. 
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Preparation - Configuring Your GeoCue Environment 

To automate data deliveries via DPMS it is necessary to configure the Master Project and each 

Subproject correctly.  This initial configuration requires customizing entities using GeoCue’s integrated 

Environment Builder.  This set-up only needs to be done once prior to starting regular data deliveries.   

The DPMS configuration required for implementing automated data deliveries is explained in detail 

below.  It involves the following three tasks: 

A. Identifying for each entity type the file types that will be participating in DPMS deliveries via 
“File Alias”.  This identifies which data file types will be exported from the Subprojects and 
imported into the Master Project.  For FDEM this is primarily the .LAS point data files, but in 
practice it could be any file type defined within GeoCue, including user-defined custom file 
types. 

B. Configuring the standard and custom attributes for each entity type to flag if they will be 
included or excluded in the DPMS deliveries.  This allows metadata, in the form of attributes, to 
be passed from the Subprojects to the Master Project. 

C. Customizing the checklist used in the Master Project to identify a unique “Set to Complete on 
DPMS Import” step.  This is an optional housekeeping activity in the Master Project, it is not 
required in the Subprojects.  Assigning a “Set to Complete” step will automatically update the 
designated step on the entity checklist when data is imported.  If no step is designated, the user 
will be asked to select the step to mark ‘Complete’ when the import is executed. 

Note that both the prime and the subcontractors need to implement (A) and (B); only the prime needs 

to implement (C). 

A - Modifying the Entity File Types 

The first step in configuring your GeoCue 

environment is to modify the entity types that will 

be participating in DPMS data deliveries.  For the 

FDEM project the primary deliverables are the LAS 

Working Segments or LIDAR tiles.  To configure 

these correctly for DPMS, start GeoCue, open 

Environment Builder and select the ‘Entities’ tab, 

‘Working Segments’ class and ‘LAS Working 

Segment’ entity type (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

  
Figure 1 - Staring Environment Builder 
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Figure 2 - The 'Entities' Tab in EB 

In the lowest portion of the Environment Builder ‘Entities’ tab screen, select the ‘Files’ tab and the ‘File 

Aliases’ sub-tab (see Figure 3).  This window lists the file types that are associated with the ‘LAS Working 

Segment’ entity type.  In the default case there are three files for each entity; a .LAS point data file, an 

intensity histogram and a MicroStation DGN file.  GeoCue can be configured to include only one, some, 

or all of the files associated with an entity type in a DPMS data delivery.  For FDEM we will assume all 

three files associated with an ‘LAS Working Segment’ need to be delivered and imported into the Master 

Project.  By default, none of these files are initially flagged for DPMS data deliveries so we need to 

modify each one.  Select the ‘Modify’ button on the right of this lower section.   

 
Figure 3 - Modifying 'Files' 
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This will bring-up the ‘Assigned File Aliases’ dialog. 

 
Figure 4 - Assigned File Aliases Dialog 

Check the ‘DPMS Import’ and ‘DPMS Export’ fields for each of the three file types as shown in Figure 4.  

This enables the files for both import and export.  Strictly speaking, subcontractors could just enable the 

file types for export while the prime could configure the file types for import only; however there is no 

disadvantage to enabling both.  Also check the ‘Overwrite on DPMS Import’ field.  Each file type to be 

included in a data delivery also requires a unique DPMS key.  This key is used to match an exported file 

alias with the proper imported file alias in the Master Project.  The DPMS key must be unique across all 

file types assigned to an entity type.  Furthermore, the key name must begin with DPMSF_ and must be 

same across the Master Project and all Subprojects (i.e. all participants in FDEM need to use the exact 

same key).  For FDEM these keys are: 

 DPMSF_LAS 

 DPMSF_LAS_INT 

 DPMSF_LAS_DGN 

Enter these as indicated in Figure 4.  Click ‘OK’ to accept these modifications. 
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B - Modifying the Entity Attributes 

Next we need to flag which attributes on the entity will be included in a DPMS data delivery.  Enabling 

an attribute for DPMS means that the attribute value will be passed along to the Master Project during a 

data delivery.  Attributes can be the standard attributes attached to entities by GeoCue or custom 

attributes created by the users.  Note that to be passed correctly, both the prime and the 

subcontractors need to be using the same attribute schema (name, data type, key) for the entity type in 

question.  There is also a default set of attributes called ‘DPMS’ that can be attached to entities for 

tracking DPMS import/export metadata such as the date of the last export or who performed the 

import.  If you are not familiar with GeoCue attributes, note that GeoCue uses the concept of ‘Attribute 

Groups’ to allow users to track and customize different sets of attributes and individual ‘Attributes’ 

within these groups can be defined for any entity by the users. 

 
Figure 5 - Modifying Attribute Groups Linked to an Entity 

Select the ‘Attributes’ tab.  This lists the Attribute Groups that are currently assigned to the entity type 

(remember, we are still working with the ‘LAS Working Segment’ entity type).  Select ‘Modify’. 
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Figure 6 - Assigned Attribute Groups Dialog 

This opens the ‘Assigned Attribute Groups’ dialog.  On the right is a list of all attribute groups available; 

on the left is a list of the attribute groups currently assigned to the entity type we are working with.  

Scroll the left panel and select the ‘DPMS’ attribute group; click ‘Add’ and ‘OK’. 

We now need to modify each individual attribute to flag if it will be passed to the Master Project as part 

of a data delivery.  For FDEM we will assume all attributes will be included.  In the Environment Builder 

main window, move to the ‘Attributes’ tab.  Select the ‘LAS Working Segment’ attribute group.   

 
Figure 7 - The 'Attributes' Tab in EB 

This populates the lower part of the dialog with a list of all attributes that are part of the ‘LAS Working 

Segment Attribute Group’.  We need to modify each of these attributes individually; select the first 

attribute in the list and click ‘Modify.  This will open the ‘Modify Attribute’ dialog. 
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To enable an attribute to be included in a DPMS 

delivery, we need to assign a unique key in the 

DPMS Key field.  If the DPMS key for an attribute is 

blank, it will not be included in a data delivery.  By 

default all attribute DPMS keys start blank.  Similar 

to the file alias DPMS keys, the attribute DPMS key 

must be unique across all attributes assigned to a 

particular entity type (note, not just unique within 

an Attribute Group) and must be the same in the 

Master Project and the Subprojects.  In addition, 

the key name must start with DPMSA_.  By 

default, when you first open the ‘Modify Attribute 

Entry’ dialog, GeoCue will populate the DPMS key 

field with the value “DPMSA_<Attribute Name>”.  

Modify each of the attributes and accept the 

default key names as shown in Figure 9 below.   

  
Figure 8 - Modify Attribute Dialog 

 

 
Figure 9 - Adding Default DPMS Keys to LAS Working Segment Attributes 

Do the same for the DPMS attribute group.  Note that you will also need to add a unique DBFName for 

some DPMS attributes as shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 - Adding Default DPMS Keys to DPMS Attributes 
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Once each attribute in the ‘LAS Working Segment’ and ‘DPMS’ attribute groups has been assigned a 

DPMS key, return to the ‘Entities’ tab in Environment Builder.  Select the ‘Working Segment’ class and 

the ‘LAS Working Segment’ entity type (see Figure 2).  In the ‘Attributes’ tab in the lower dialog, click 

‘Modify’ and set both of these groups to be DPMS importable and exportable in the ‘Assigned Attribute 

Groups’ dialog.  Click ‘OK’ to finish. 

 
Figure 11 - Assigned Attribute Groups Dialog 

 
Figure 12 - Modifying Attribute Groups 

You have now configured your GeoCue environment for DPMS data deliveries on the FDEM project. 
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C- Setting the “Complete on Import” Checklist Step 

If you are the prime on a DPMS project (you own the Master Project and will be importing data), there is 

one more configuration step you may want to complete.  If you are the subcontractor you do not need 

to complete the following set-up.  For FDEM, URS Corporation (only) will implement this configuration if 

desired.  Note that this configuration is completely optional; if no checklist step is designated in 

Environment Builder, the user will be asked to select one when the actual import is executed. 

When GeoCue initiates a data import via DPMS, it does the following: 

1. Runs a preliminary check to verify XML catalog integrity and entity GUIDs match. 
2. Copies the data package to the location indicated by the user (GeoCue Warehouse, network 

location, external drive). 
3. Updates the Master Project database to include the proper references and links from the 

entities to the imported data files as well as updating attributes and production history. 
4. Marks the designated step on the imported entity’s checklist as ‘Complete’. 

It is desirable (but not required) to designate one, and only one, step on the each entity checklist that 

will be automatically marked as ‘Complete’ in Step #4 above whenever a DPMS import is finished.  This 

is done by customizing the checklist in Environment Builder as follows: 

 

On the ‘Checklists’ tab, select the appropriate checklist for the entity in question.  For FDEM this will be 

a previously customized LIDAR tile checklist.  Click ‘Modify Group’. 

 
Figure 13 - The 'Checklists' Tab in EB 

In the ‘Modify Assigned Checklists Steps’ dialog, select the checklist step you wish to mark as complete 

once a data import has been completed for this entity.  Typically this will be a simple ‘Tile Received’ 

step.  Select ‘Modify’. 
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Figure 14 - Modifying a Specific Step on a Checklist 

In the ‘Modify Assigned Step’ dialog, toggle the 

‘Set Complete on DPMS Import’ box at the bottom 

of the dialog.  You can set one, and only one, step 

in a checklist to have this property. 

 ‘OK’ back to the main Environment Builder 

window.  Note that this ‘Set Complete’ property is 

a “Just in Time” flag, meaning GeoCue will query 

for this setting as needed.  Hence modifying an 

existing step on an existing checklist will 

propagate this change to any future data imports, 

there is no need to recreate entities or reassign 

new checklists to existing entities. 

Close out of Environment Builder.  You have now 

completed the necessary set-up for implementing 

data deliveries via DPMS. 

 

 
Figure 15 - 'Set Complete on Import' Toggle 
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Implementation – Creating a Data Delivery Package (Subcontractors) 

Once you have configured your GeoCue environment for DPMS data deliveries, packaging and shipping 

data from a Subproject to the Master Project is a straightforward task.  Once data is ready for delivery, it 

can be packaged and shipped by the subcontractor in any convenient configuration, from multiple large 

blocks of tiles to collections of tiles scattered across the project area to a single unique tile.  As part of 

the data delivery package creation, GeoCue creates an XML file that catalogs all the data files being 

delivered along with additional information about locations, network paths etc.  This XML catalog is the 

critical file that is exchanged between the Subprojects and the Master Project.  Subcontractors not using 

GeoCue to package and deliver their data can still create an XML catalog (the XML format is an open 

format) that allows their data deliveries to be imported into the Master Project in the same manner as a 

GeoCue subcontractor.   

Prior to exporting the data and creating a data delivery package, the subcontractor needs to have 

completed all tasks in their assigned workflow.  For FDEM we will assume this means that the LIDAR tiles 

have been created, had an automatic classification run on them and had manual editing and clean-up 

completed.  This corresponds to the first three steps on the FDEM Master Project Tile Checklist. 

Production Step Description DPMS Key Recommended 

Link 

LAS file created? Sub has created LAS file for this tile. 

(Yes/No) 

urs_mtc_02  Populate 

Automatic filtering completed? Sub has run macro on tile.  (Yes/No) urs_mtc_03  Run Macro 

Manual editing/cleaning done? Sub has completed manual 

edit/clean?  (Yes/No) 

urs_mtc_04  Process in 

TerraScan 

Tile shipped? Sub has shipped tile.  (Yes/No) urs_mtc_05  Yes/No 

Tile received? Tile received and imported into 

Master Project.  (Yes/No) 

urs_mtc_06  Yes/No 

Table 1 – FDEM Master Project Lidar Tile Steps/Keys 

The first step in creating a data delivery package in GeoCue is to select the tiles you want to export.  In 

this example using a small demonstration project, we will select the tiles indicated and place them in the 

Working Set. 
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Figure 16 - Selecting Tiles for Delivery 

Note that we are excluding two tiles from the group of all available tiles that have completed manual 

editing (colored grey).  You can always choose which tiles to include in a data delivery; however a data 

delivery package must be homogeneous.  This means only entities of one type can be exported at a 

time. 
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Next we invoke the ‘Create Delivery Package’ routine from the GeoCue ‘Tools’ menu (see Figure 17 

below). 

 
Figure 17 - The 'Create Data Delivery Package' Tool 

Note that the ‘Create Delivery Package’ tool can also be invoked from a checklist step; we will discuss 

this alternative later.  Regardless of the method used to launch the tool, the ‘Create DPMS Data 

Delivery’ dialog opens. 

Fill in the required information as follows.  The 

‘Location’ field specifies where to place the data 

delivery package.  Typically this will be on an 

external drive you will be shipping to the prime.  

You can browse to and select this location, 

providing a file name for the data delivery package 

XML catalog that will be automatically generated 

by GeoCue.  The ‘Step’ field specifies which step to 

mark ‘Complete’ on the entities’ checklists once 

the export is finished.  A drop-down list of all 

available steps can be used to select the step or 

this field can be left as ‘None’.  For FDEM you 

would typically choose the ‘Tile shipped’ step.  The 

‘Overwrite’ toggle allows you to control if existing 

files in the output location will be overwritten.  

This may be required if you are repeating an 

export and want to make sure the latest versions 

of the data files are included in the package.  The 

‘Package Description’, ‘Company’ and ‘Office’ 

fields allow you to enter additional information if 

desired; they may be left blank. 
 

Figure 18 - Create DPMS Data Delivery Package 
Dialog 
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Once you have completed the dialog, click ‘Start’ 

to create the data delivery package.  Note that you 

can dispatch the creation of a data delivery 

package to another workstation, if available, using 

GeoCue’s Command Dispatch System (CDS).  This 

will help keep your local machine available for 

other work (such as building other data delivery 

packages).  GeoCue will create the DPMS data 

delivery package in the location you indicated, 

generate the XML catalog for the package and 

update the checklist of any entities exported. 

 

Figure 19 - Completed 'Create' Dialog 
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Figure 20 - Tiles Successfully Exported to a Data Delivery Package 
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Figure 21 - The Data Delivery Package for the 'Test_2' XML Catalog (Not Shown) 

Note that it is not necessary for you to specify the full path to the location of the actual data files; this 

information will be passed to the Master Project via the XML catalog.  Once the data package is 

successfully created, disconnect the external drive (or copy the entire folder structure and files to the 

proper external disk or CD/DVD) and ship to the prime. 

Alternative Approach – Invoking ‘Create’ from a Checklist Step 

Note that the ‘Create Data Delivery’ tool can also be invoked directly from a checklist step.  Invoking 

from a checklist integrates the step directly into the workflow and adds some additional tracking 

information, but it is essentially the same as using the menu command.   

To add a ‘Create Data Delivery Package’ step to a checklist use Environment Builder.  There is already a 

predefined checklist step in GeoCue for invoking this tool: 
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Figure 22 - Create Data Delivery Package Checklist Step in EB 

Select the checklist you wish to add the step to and chose ‘Modify Group’. 

 
Figure 23 - Modifying a Checklist in EB 

Add the new step as per the normal procedure and exit Environment Builder.  Note that modifying an 

existing checklist will not add this step to any existing entities, so this approach is not recommended for 

on-going projects such as FDEM; use the menu command instead. 
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Implementation – Importing a Data Delivery Package (Prime) 

Upon receipt of a data delivery package (or packages), use the following procedure to import the data 

into the Master Project.  Prior to importing the data, the Master Project should have the latest DPMS 

status updates posted and accepted.  Figure 24 shows the Master Project for the example used above, 

prior to a data import.  Note that some tiles (dull green) have already been imported and one tile 

(purple) has already completed additional QA/QC steps.  The remaining tiles (brown) have been 

assigned to the subcontractor, but not yet delivered. 

 
Figure 24 - Master Project Prior to Data Import 
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Once a DPMS data delivery package is received, connect the media to your network.  You can import 

directly from the delivery media, or copy the contents to an appropriate folder on your network.  Note 

that during import of the data you will be given the option to copy the data to the GeoCue Warehouse 

or to another location on your network, so it is often convenient to work directly from the external hard 

drive and allow GeoCue to make any extra copies you require.  Once the external media is attached, 

start GeoCue, load the Master Project and start the Import Data Delivery Package tool form the GeoCue 

menu. 

 
Figure 25 - The 'Import Data Delivery Package' Tool 

This will open the ‘Import’ dialog. 

 
Figure 26 - Import DPMS Data Delivery Dialog 

Browse to and select the XML catalog on the delivery media.  You can select multiple data deliveries to 

import at once by selecting multiple XML catalogs.  These XML catalogs do not have to be in the same 

network location, so you can import from multiple external media at the same time. 
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Figure 27 - Selecting the XML Catalog 

In the ‘Import’ dialog (see Figure 28 below), select whether to copy the data from the external media 

into your own GeoCue Warehouse, reference the data on the external media or copy the data to a 

specified location on your network and reference it.  You have the option to specify if you want to 

overwrite any existing files (provided this has been enabled in Environment Builder).  You can also 

specify an automatic abort if ‘x’ consecutive errors occur during the import.  It is best to set this at a low 

number, even if you have imported data into this Master Project before.   
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Figure 28 - Setting the Import Options 

Once the dialog is set, click ‘Import’ to start transferring the data delivery package from the external 

media to the Master Project.  Note that importing a data delivery package can be dispatched to another 

workstation if desired via GeoCue’s CDS.  GeoCue will import the data as specified, update your Master 

Project database and update the checklists of the entities involved, marking as ‘Complete’ the 

appropriate step as set in Environment Builder. 
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Figure 29 - Master Project after Data Import 
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Figure 30 - Updated Entity (Lidar Tile) Checklist Complete Through 'Tile Received' 

Once the import is completed, the appropriate data files have been copied from the delivery package 

and linked to the corresponding entities (tiles) in your Master Project database.  You can continue with 

data processing using the workflow and checklists assigned to the entities that have just been imported. 

 
For information on this CueTip, contact: 
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+1-256-461-8289 
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